Our aim is to study the modular inequalities for some operators, for example the Bergman projection acting on, in Lebesgue spaces with variable exponent. Under proper assumptions on the variable exponent, we prove that the modular inequalities are hold if and only if the exponent almost everywhere equals to a constant. In order to get the main results, we prove a lemma for a lower pointwise bound for these operators of a characteristic function.
Introduction
The study on variable exponent analysis has been rapidly developed after the work [18] where Kováčik and Rákosník have established fundamental properties of variable Lebesgue spaces (see also [4, 14, 21] ). In particular the theory of variable function spaces in connection with the boundedness of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M has been deeply studied. Cruz-Uribe, Fiorenza and Neugebauer [6, 7] and Diening [9] have independently obtained the log-Hölder continuous conditions that guarantee the boundedness of M on variable Lebesgue spaces. We also note that the recent development of variable exponent analysis has the extrapolation theorem from weighted inequalities to norm inequalities on variable Lebesgue spaces ( [5, 8] ).
In general, the boundedness of M on the variable Lebesgue space L p(·) (R n ) describes that the norm inequality
holds for all f ∈ L p(·) (R n ), where C is a positive constant independent of f . Lerner [19] has pointed out the crucial difference between the norm inequality (1.1) and the following modular inequality
More precisely, Lerner has proved that p(·) must be a constant function whenever 1 < ess inf x∈R n p(x) ≤ ess sup x∈R n p(x) < ∞ and the modular inequality (1.2) holds. Izuki [11] has considered the difference for some operators arising from the wavelet theory. Izuki, Nakai and Sawano [13, 14] have given an alternative proof of Lerner's result. They have also studied the problem in the weighted case ( [15] ). Recently, Izuki, Koyama, Noi and Sawano [12] have considered some modular inequalities for some operators. In this paper, we focus on three operators below. First, we investigate the Bergman projection operator on the unit disc D in the complex plane. The generalization of holomorphic function spaces in terms of variable exponent and the boundedness of Bergman projection operators on variable exponent spaces have been studied ( [1, 2, 3, 16, 17] ). Among them we focus on the work [1] due to Chacón and Rafeiro. They defined Bergman spaces A p(·) (D) with variable exponent p(·) on the open unit disk D. Applying the local log-Hölder continuous condition and the extrapolation theorem, they proved the density of the set of polynomials in A p(·) (D) and the boundedness of the Bergman projection P : L p(·) (D) → A p(·) (D) and the α-Berezin transform B α : L p(·) (D) → L p(·) (D). In particular, Chacón and Rafeiro [1] have obtained the norm inequality
Second our target operator is
where dA(w) denotes the Lebesgue measure and R 2 + is the upper half-space over R 2 + ≃ C. Karapetyants and Samko [17] proved that B R 2 + is a projection from L p(·) (R 2 + ) onto A p(·) (R 2 + ) if p(·) ∈ P(R 2 + ) satisfies the log-Hölder condition and the log-decay condition ([17, Theorem 3.1 (1)]). So they have obtained the norm inequality
As usual, h p (R n + ) stands for the harmonic Bergman space of harmonic functions that belong to L p (R n + ). Here and below dA(x) denotes the Lebesgue measure. The corresponding Bergman projection b R n
hold for all f ∈ L p (R n + ). Karapetyants and Samko have extended (1.5) in the variable exponent settings ([17, Theorem 5.1 ]).
In the present paper, we consider the modular inequalities corresponding to the norm inequalities (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5). More precisely, for example, if p(·) satisfies
holds for all f ∈ L p(·) (D), then the variable exponent p(·) must be a constant function. We can prove similar results for B R n + and b R n + . In order to prove them we need a lower bound for the image of the characteristic function of a certain set. We will show a key lemma for the lower bound before the statement of the main results.
In the present paper we will use the following notation.
1. Given a measurable set E, we denote the Lebesgue measure of E by |E|. We define the characteristic function of E by χ E .
2.
A symbol C always stands for a positive constant independent of the main parameters.
Function spaces with variable exponent
Let D be the open unit disk in the complex plane C, that is,
Let also R n + be the upper half plane, that is,
In the present paper we concentrate on the theory on function spaces defined on D or R n + with n ≥ 2. We first define some fundamental notation on variable exponents. Let X denote either D or R n + . Chacón and Rafeiro [1] defined generalized Lebesgue spaces and Bergman spaces on D with variable exponent. Definition 2.2. Let dA(z) be the normalized Lebesgue measure on X and p(·) ∈ P(X). The Lebesgue space L p(·) (X) consists of all measurable functions f on X satisfying that the modular
We note that L p(·) (X) is a Banach space equipped with the norm
The projection P : L 2 (D) → A 2 (D) is called the Bergman projection and given by
It is known that P : L p (D) → A p (D) is bounded in the case that 1 < p < ∞ is a constant exponent ( [10, 22] ). See also [20] for the case of p = 2.
Chacón and Rafeiro [1, Theorem 4.4] proved the following boundedness: Then the Bergman projection P is bounded from L p(·) (D) to A p(·) (D), in particular, the norm inequality
holds for all f ∈ L p(·) (D).
In the following sections, we consider the modular inequalities corresponding to the norm inequalities (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5).
3 Bergman projection on D Theorem 3.1. Let p(·) ∈ P(D). If the modular inequality
holds for all f ∈ L p(·) (D), then p(z) equals to a constant for almost every z ∈ D.
In order to prove this theorem, we apply the following lower pointwise estimate for the Bergman projection. Proof. Note that there exists a compact neighborhood K τ of τ such that
Thus,
as required. Now we prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let τ ∈ D and K τ be the compact neighborhood appearing in Lemma 3.2. Assume that p(z) does not equal to any constant for almost every z ∈ K τ . Then we can find subsets K ± τ of K τ such that
Using Lemma 3.2 and modular inequality (3.1), we have
for all k > 0. Consequently, if kc τ |K − τ | > 1 and k > 1, then we obtain
This contradicts to (3.2) . Consequently, it follows that for all τ ∈ D there exists a compact neighborhood K τ such that p(z) equals to a constant for almost every z ∈ K τ . Since D is connected, it follows that p(z) equals to a constant for almost every z ∈ D. 
Firstly, we prove that there exist a compact neighborhood K τ of τ such that Re 1 (z − w) 2 < 0 holds for any z, w ∈ K τ . To do this, we consider the real part of (z − w) 2 keeping in mind that
We can take γ > 0 so that β − γ > 0 because β > 0. We learn that
Using Lemma 4.1 and an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the following theorem. So we omit the proof. Theorem 4.2. Let p(·) ∈ P(R 2 + ). If the modular inequality
holds for all f ∈ L p(·) (R 2 + ), then p(z) equals to a constant for almost every z ∈ R 2 + .
Harmonic projection in R n

+
The same technique can be applied to the harmonic projection over R n + . Theorem 5.1. Let p(·) ∈ P(R n + ). If the modular inequality
holds for all f ∈ L p(·) (R n + ), then p(z) equals to a constant for almost every z ∈ R n + .
Proof. Let x = (x ′ , x n ) ∈ R n + be fixed. Then we have n(x n + z n ) − |x −z| 2 |x −z| n+2 = n − 1 2 n+2 x n −n for z = (z ′ , z n ) = x = (x ′ , x n ). Thus we obtain n(x n + y n ) − |x −ȳ| 2 |x −ȳ| n+2 > n − 1 2 n+3 x n −n as long as y = (y ′ , y n ) belongs to an open neighborhood U of x. Thus, if we go through the same argument as before, we see that p(z) equals to a constant for almost every z ∈ R n + .
